Hello 4th Grade families,
We have three more weeks of school left! Let’s keep up the positive energy
and finish out the school year online with pride. This week we have provided a
lot of great activities for you to take part in.
Reading:This week you are going to study Theme in fiction books and Author’s
Craft techniques in Non Fiction.
Writing – This week you get to choose between Narrative, Informational Essays
or Opinion Writing. Enclosed is all the tools you will need. Just choose 1.
Well, you can always write more if you want.
Math: Get ready for baking, snacks, puzzles, and parakeets this week
mathematicians. Not only will you calculate and compare decimals and
fractions this week, you might also get inspired to do something creative with
math. Don’t forget to invite a friend or family member to join you this week
because sometimes math is more fun with more brains (plus you might
convince your family to do some delicious baking!). After finding out this week
how many water droplets will fit onto the surface of a penny, make sure to use
what you learn from the Social Studies lessons to plan how to get more than
just one penny in your pocket (that you might eventually drop water onto?).
Social Studies: Hello Economists! This week for social studies we are wrapping
up social studies with a piece of contemporary Washington. This week we are
focusing on the business of Washington and have you research how they
support the state. This is a great way for you to explore what is in your
backyard and be proud of the state you live in. The slide show provided will
give you information about how to successfully complete your google slide show
project. Have fun!
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